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Htek IP phones Release Notes of Version

Introduction:

 Product Model:

UC926/UC926E/UC924/UC924E/UC912E/UC923/UC902/UC903/UC912/UC9

12G/UC901/UC921/UC921G/UC902S/UC862/UC842/UC860P/840P/806P/U

C806G/UC806T/UC804P/UC804G/UC804T/803P/802P/UC802T/UC501/UC5

03/UC503G/UC505/UC507

 Firmware Version:

2.0.4.8.11

 Release Date:

2020.09.10

Version: 2.0.4.8.11

New Add Features

 The BT function removes the behavior of blocking the MAC address of the B_link manufacturer

 CDP, LLDP, and DHCP VLAN newmechanisms are incorporated

Delete Features

 N/A

Improve Features

 Jitter Buffer overflow prevention related changes Check and integration
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Fix issue

 There is a problemwith the DNS resolution of the LDAP server address of the phone, which causes

the LDAP acquisition failure

 Caller ID Source not working

 The number of account options added to the directory page of the phone web page is inconsistent

with the number of accounts on the actual phone

 Low volume when using the UC921 speaker

 Headset turns off on incoming call

 BLF Pick up fails

 IP Phone 902S LCD has no line key option

 There is no DTMF tone when the MTK phone is in the Idle state.

 The interface for modifying the password to send a long string RTL crashes

 Use the handset to call and press cancel, and then make a new call, the call is low or no voice

 Set the phonelock to Lock&Answer on the LCD, and the corresponding webpage displays disable

 UC912E turns on Bluetooth scan title bar without prompt

 When in the Idle state and no value is configured for Always Forward, pressing HardKey-Transfer

has no response

 The line key disappears when UC902 is off-hook

 After saving the Voice page, it will jump to the SIP page

 Transfer type ignored if P20982 is set to 1

 When the length of Linekey is not default, the length of the edit area of the call window is abnormal

 BLF list cannot be used

 2abc instead of abc in LDAP filter
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 DHCP Seconds Elapsed is always 0, which results in the inability to restrict requests to addresses

through the switch

Version: 2.0.4.8.5

New Add Features

 UC923M brightness adjustment LCD /WEB interface entrance( adds the function of adjusting and

turning off the backlight).

Delete Features

 N/A

Improve Features

 N/A

Fix issue

 N/A

Version: 2.0.4.8.4

New Add Features

 The DUT uses the handset to talk. Press the DUT hold and then hang up the handset. The call is

directly disconnected and does not switch to the Speaker state.

Delete Features

 N/A

Improve Features

 N/A
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Fix issue

 Fixed the account password containing% 2 and% b, which is inconsistent with the original

password after the phone is assigned.

 Fixed the restart of the phone page on the network page, the redirected page will have Undefined

option.

 Fixed the prefix / Fuzzy search mode, the first letter of the name is uppercase, input uppercase or

uppercase letters, can not find contacts.

 Fixed the 5XX model phone G722 makes noise immediately after answering.

 Fixed the length of ActionURL and & character.

 Fixed configuration failure via RPS assignment.

 Fixed the phone not responding when pressing the ok key of Auto Redial.

Version: 2.0.4.8.3

New Add Features

 IP Phone support TR069.

Delete Features

 N/A

Improve Features

 Filter and keyboard in remote directories.

Fix issue

 Fixed Phone does not revert to primary SIP server.


